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1. Introduction
Today's cryptocurrency and digit al asset activities are already a growing reality and will increasingly
become an integral part of our daily lives. The world as we know it is in a state of constant and
accelerated change. The ability to have borderless commerce and communication through the
internet has already caused an immeasurable change in the way individuals handle their lives, finance
and security. As this digital trend deepens, everyone independent of origin or social status will be
given the empowering opportunity to participate in decentralized digital economies powered by
blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies.
Decentralized economies powered by cryptocurrencies enable people and businesses to conduct
trustless, anonymous and secure transactions across national borders. New opportunities for retail,
entertainment, finance and essentially anything else that a person might want to spend fiat currency
on, are already available in this digital economy today Today we would like to introduc e you to
PeConnect.
PeConnect is that trusted gateway
for blockchain and the emerging decentralized economy, by
providing a safer, faster and smarter cryptocurrency experience for all users to enter and thrive in
this new decentralized economy. Guided by an integrated and dynamic thinking, our blockchain
platform allows users to have access to countless products and services that are indispensable on a
daily basis, including crypto wallet, currency swap, web browser, exchange, staking, Lending and
payment channels and more. PeConnect was designed to
solve your Investment in issue with
crypto today. The crypto security problem and the user experience problem.

2. Features of PeConnect
2.1. Currency
2.1.1. Transfer instant Peer to Peer
Peer-to-peer itself means PeConnect runs without having a central server. The storage server is
decentralized and distributed -divided into various servers run by each user connected to the
network.
2.1.2. Transfer money easily
It can be sent anywhere in seconds, whenever and wherever you want. Money transfer with
PeConnect can happen only
with a smartphone's and internet connection.
2.1.3. Transfer fee is very small to zero
Transfer fee can be removed until free, but to speedup transactions, you can set the cost in
PeConnect
wallet as needed no matter how much coin is sent.

2.2. Exchange
2.2.1. Pe Connect Swap and Exchange
The cryptocurrency Swap is a major feature and use case for PeConnect and its ecosystem of apps.
Our Swap enables PeConnect users to
directly swap one coin or token to another, from one
blockchain to another (e.g. BTC to TRX or ETH) with high security, full privacy and unrivaled speed.
PeConnect Spot Exchange was designed for both beginners and advanced traders. Using the latest
gRPC technology, we have built one of the most advanced crypto currency exchanges in the world,
which is capable of providing superior security and intuitive user experience, and able to support
1M+ transactions per second.

2.3. Wallet
2.3.1. PeConnect Wallet
PeConnect comes with an array of wallets for desktop, iOS, Android, and web applications.
PeConnect Wallets provide all necessary featuresfor the comfortable daily use of the cryptocurrency
and do not require much space on your PC or smartphone PeConnect wallet is same as WalletHash,
because it is based on HRC-20 Contract

2.4. Payments
2.4.1. Privacy and Security
No central server, no personal information captured, and no data mining. Your data cannot be stolen
or sold, because nobody other than you has it. Data is distributed across the nodes with redundancy
and context based dynamic encryption.
2.4.2. NO Fees and NO Restrictions
For most users, products, and services it's free for both buyers and sellers. No commissions, no fees.
Arrange for local pickup on PeConnect online with the payment method of your choice including
PeConnect tokens, or other crypto currencies. Since your data is only yours, we are not imposing
any limitations and restrictions on items that can be bought and sold

2.5. Lending
Cryptocurrency lending refers to the process of loaning fiat money or a stable digital asset for a fixed
period of time and an interest rate. The lending process typically involves two or three parties: a
borrower, a lender, and a platform that connects both sides of the transaction. However, there are
certain platforms that act as a lender themselves.
Investors approach these platforms to borrow money using their assets as collateral. Depending on
the platform, a lender can set specific parameters for borrowers to consider such as the duration of
the loan, the interest rate and the minimum amount required HASHPE
.

2.6. Technology
2.6.1. HRC 20
HRC-20
is a technical standard used for smart contracts on the HASHPE blockchain forimplementing
tokens with the Ether Virtual Machine (EVM). It is fully compatible with ERC-20. TechnologyHRC-20
is a set of contract standards for the issuance of token assets, contracts written incompliance with
this standard are considered to be a HRC-20 contract. When wallets and exchanges are docking the
assets of the HRC-20
- contract, from this set of standards, you can know which functions and events
the contract defines, so as to facilitate the docking HashPe
.
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4. Conclusion
Thank you for reading project white-paper. We demonstrate strong growth in all indicators and are
constantly engaged in development and completion of the site, believing that we can change the
overall quality of the services provided in the market.

